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WAGES, MOBILITY AND FIRM PERFORMANCE:
ADVANTAGES AND INSIGHTS FROM USING MATCHED
WORKER-FIRM DATA*
John M. Abowd, Francis Kramarz and Sebastien Roux

To illustrate the wide applicability of longitudinal matched employer-employ
simultaneous determination of worker mobility and wage rates using an ec
allows for both individual and firm-level heterogeneity. The model is estimated
linked employer-employee data from France. Structural results for mobi

heterogeneity with both positive and negative duration dependence pre

proportion of firms. The average structural returns to seniority are essentially
masks enormous heterogeneity with positive seniority returns found in low sta

In this article, we reconsider the relation between earnings and
developed longitudinal matched employer-employee data. Our r
at the intersection of labour economics and human resource m
the techniques we use and the ideas we examine have broad app
this idea immediately.

Longitudinally linked employer-employee data can be char

Labour markets are used as a motivating example. The populati
such data are created is a record of all formal jobs in the econom

period. A job consists of an association between in individu

employing entity (firm'). The longitudinally linked data are con
over time and by adding information from two additional popu
and firms. Longitudinal information from both of these source

job frame. Then, an analysis sample is constructed based on
employers according to the question under study.

Successful integration depends upon the records in the job

person and a firm identifier, which must also be used by the re
and employer frames, respectively. For each job, the match betw
employing firm is fully specified by these identifiers. A direc

design is that once the integrity of the identifiers is established, th

the complete graph connecting workers and firms. The analyst c
a particular job in relation to other workers at the same firm a
employers that worker has had. Identification of most of the

* We thank Steve Machin and two anonymous referees for extremely helpful
participants at various seminars and conferences, in particular at Crest, Insee (J
European Community in Brussels, CNRS at Caen and ESSLE in Ammersee. The
confidential but the authors' access is not exclusive. For additional information, contact F. Kramarz
(kramarz@ensae.fr). J. Abowd acknowledges financial support from the National Science Foundation (grant
SBER 96-18111 to the NBER and SES 99-78093 to Cornell University) and from the National Institute on
Aging (R01-AG18854-01).
1 The firm may be either a physical establishment or a legal entity. In the data we use herein, both

measures are available but most of the economic data we use are measured for the legal entity. So, we

constructed the integrated data at this level.
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employment outcome heterogeneity is a dire
workers and firms in this graph.
In some economies, for example Sweden, th

used in multiple data sources (on wages, em

others). In other economies, for example Fran
is used in multiple data sources (on performa
among others). This commonality of identifi
building a useful integrated employer-emplo
also be relatively error-free and consistent ov
characteristics of any analysis sample, at least
or firm) must be a universe or census.

Our description, which was customised for l
to most other fields in economics. Let us give
In education, there are students and establis
ment relation between a student and a school.

example demographic characteristics and f

student frame. Characteristics of the establis
other inputs, are added from the establishme
consists of following them over time and ac
Students potentially share the same teacher an

existing data sources, often of administra
The economic and statistical techniques that
education economics.

In health economics, there are patients and hospitals. A 'job' is the inpatien
a particular patient at a given hospital. Ancillary information on patients is i
from the patient frame. Ancillary information on hospitals is integrated f
hospital frame. An analysis sample of patients can be followed over time as
treated by different hospitals. In addition, a prominent input of medical car
sicians. Their association with particular hospitals or clinics is a characteristi

from the hospital (or clinic) frame. There are doctors in medicine, both

hospitals and in private practices. And, within hospitals there are various serv
different specialties. Once again, most of the techniques that we use herein h
applications to health economics.
In any of these, fields similar questions can be posed and similar techniqu
used to answer them. The techniques we illustrate are based on an analysis of
with two or more high-dimensional, non-orthogonal effects. The questions
paraphrased as follows: 'What is the contribution of worker's (student's; pa
observables and unobservables to the variance of wages (grades in math or
medical tests, such as the level of cholesterol in the blood, or the costs of tre

and 'What is the contribution of the firm (school; hospitals) to this varianc

differently, in education, is it the school that makes the student good or is it the

that explains most of the variation in grades? In health care, is it the hospit
doctor) with the associated treatments and medicines that makes the patien
and cheap to treat or is it the patient who is inherently healthy or sick? The
these questions is fundamentally identified by the longitudinally linked data
that the analysis sample is sufficiently connected, in the graph-theoretic s
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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estimate the decomposition. We provide a detailed example
analysis for wages with worker and firm effects below.

A second question can be posed for all these fields. 'Wh

patients) leave a firm (a school; a hospital or a doctor)?' Is i
school; the hospital) is bad (low profits, low pay, bad workin

or environment; bad equipment and doctors) or is it bec

productive (does not test well; is less healthy) in this environ
We also demonstrate how to answer this second question us
in this article. More precisely, we study the connections be
sation, promotion, retention policies and firm-level perform
a worker's inter-firm mobility to firm-specific compensat
empirical analysis we use newly developed econometric met
French employer-employee data to estimate some of the cr
models. As others have noted, particularly for France and th
show enormous individual and firm-level heterogeneity in
and retention policies. We characterise this heterogeneity b
tribution in the populations of individuals and firms. Finally
structural parameters of the firm-level policies such as the
'return to seniority' parameter.
The labour economics literature has attempted to measure
seniority in models with limited heterogeneity. Abraham a

first to demonstrate that heterogeneity in the model f

induced an upward bias in the measured average return to se
with a longer expected duration were likely to be better-pa
longer seniority would be associated with higher pay but th
year of seniority, holding constant the expected duration of
than the measured average return to seniority, ignoring exp
(1989) showed that the return to seniority is not constant; r

the first years of a job and diminishes to zero at the en

declared training period. In a series of articles, Altonji and
Shakotko, 1987; Altonji and Williams, 1992, 1997) applied va
niques that attempted to remove the bias in the average re
unobserved heterogeneity in individual job durations. These
the spirit of Abraham and Farber (1987), also indicated t
return was upward biased and that the true return was clo
Topel (1991) used a model that included the possibility of b
job search. This bias goes in the opposite direction of the jo

bias leading Topel (1991) to consider both upward and do

cluded that the bias was downward in the uncorrected aver
More complete models of the sources of heterogeneity in th

to distributions of estimates that display individual, firm and w

as in, for example, Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis, (1999, A
substantial heterogeneity in the returns to seniority in Fr
cited papers used American data) with an average return of
More recent work by Margolis (1996) and Dostie (2005), usin

that simultaneous modelling of individual and firm-leve
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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estimates of the average return to seniority t
mates.2
A topic equally important but much less studied is the role of heterogeneity in firm
compensation, promotion and retention policies in determining individual, employer,
and match outcomes. As Lazear (1995) noted in great detail, measures of firm performance - such as productivity, value-added and profit - and measures of employment
outcomes - such as retention, promotion and salary raises - ought to be related to
choices made by workers and firms regarding compensation policies, work rules, and
alternative employment offers. AKM studied both productivity and profit outcomes in
relation to firm-specific measures of compensation policy and individual compensation
heterogeneity. They found that high-wage firms were associated with higher productivity and higher profits. High-wage workers were associated with higher productivity
but not higher profits. Other studies are reviewed in Abowd and Kramarz (1999) and
Lazear (1995).

We begin by presenting our estimating equations in Section 1. Section 2 describes
our data. Section 3 presents estimation results for compensation and mobility parameters that account for potential mobility and heterogeneity biases that have plagued
some of the previous analyses. The first set of results, which properly accounts for each

of the biases, delivers estimates of the central tendency of compensation parameters,
such as the return to seniority and the structural job duration, that may be interpreted
as structural in the same sense as the studies cited above. The second set of results,

which relate measures of the compensation, promotion and retention policies to
measures of firm performance, must be seen as descriptive - not causal - but given the
dearth of serious evidence they should be indicative of potential directions for further
research.

1. Estimating Equations for Wages and Mobility
In this Section we present our econometric model. We adopt a very flexible representation of the career process within the firm. A career is modelled as a succession

wages from the start to the end of the job.3 Statistically, the observation of a wage within

a firm has two components: the value of the wage and the presence of the worker in
that firm. Thus, we represent the career process within a firm as a sequence of wage
and presence indicators in this particular firm. A worker i entering firm j at calend

date to(i) and leaving at date tf(i) has a career represented by:

Wit(i)- . Pito(i) 0; ito(i),Pi(i) 1; Wito(i)+l, Pi(i) - 1;
S' ; Wito(i)+s, Pito(i)+s = 1; ..., wit(i), Pitl(i) = 1; wit,(i)+l - -, Pit(i) - 0
where Pit,,(i)+s is an indicator function equal to 1 if the worker is employed in this firr
j at this date and 0 otherwise, wit denotes the wage the worker receives, and -. indicate
that the value is not observed (for the sake of simplicity, we do not include the
subscripts).

2 Other countries could exhibit downward biases rather than upward biases.
" Ajob is defined as a continuous history of presence within a firm. Precise assignment to tasks cannot b

identified in the data that we use.
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We are trying to be flexible in modelling the worker's car
not derive a path for (w, P) from a preferred theoretical m
pose the career process into two parts: a starting wage equa
external market effects, and a firm-specific model for wag
depends upon the market effects from the starting wage eq

model and its estimation firm by firm is the core and originalit

specific parameters of the model will most often be interpre
firm-specific wage and retention policies.
As part of this approach, we do not account for firm-specif
the data do not tell us which workers contacted the firm but were not hired or which

workers rejected ajob offer. This is clearly a fascinating question but beyond our re
given the current data. Identification would be based entirely on prior assumptions
1.1. The Entry Wage Equation

Let us first consider a worker's initial period at the firm. The entry wage can
decomposed into two components. The first component, which is individual-specif
depends on worker characteristics and their prices in the labour market. Whatever
firm the worker contacts, this component is interpreted as the mean of what tha
worker can expect from the labour market, given characteristics at that time and n
firm-specific experience (tenure -0). It includes all elements of the worker that ar
transferable from one firm to another: experience, unobserved abilities and so fort
The individual-specific part of the wage rate will be denoted as the 'market' wage.
The second component of the wage rate corresponds to the job-specific part of t
wage that results from the interaction of the worker and the firm. It should thu
depend on the job-specific productivity and on shocks that may affect the firm. Th
firm-specific wage policy is also included in this component.
For each employment spell, the starting-wage equation at date to(i), when worke
enters firm j =J [i, to(i)], is given by

log Wio(i) = Xito( + Oi + ito(i)] + ito(i) (1)
Xit (i) denotes the variables describing the individual and the labour market that are
time-varying but seniority invariant, Oi denotes a person effect. Equation (1) also

includes
the initial
component
of the
compensation
policy,
at
hire,
as measured
in the
entry wage.
Thefirm-specific
component Eito(i)
is a zero mean
errorVj[i,t0(i)]
term
reflecting, among other things, the initial productivity of the match. All person-specific

elements are transferable among firms. Hence, worker i when moving from firm j to
firm j' loses all elements of pay that are specific to firm j and receives at entry in firm j'
the opportunity wage given by (1) using the new firm effect, ?j and at the calendar date

t~'(i), the X variables at this calendar date.

As in Topel (1991), the returns to experience are directly estimated with this
equation. For this reason, Xito(i) includes experience variables as well as other variables

related to observed characteristics of the individual and market characteristics. In this

4 The interested reader will find a theoretical rationale of our set of equations based on a very limited set o
assumptions in a previous version of this work. This theoretical strategy is not the only way to get our reduced

form equations presented below in this Section. Hence, we do not present this 'theory' here.

@ Royal Economic Society 2006
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case, a bias may occur by not considering worker

employment (pastjobs)." To resolve this proble
jobs as an explanatory variable.
The starting-wage equation is estimated by f
described in Abowd et al. (2003). These method
individual and firm effects. A graph-theoret
identifiable estimated person and firm effect

the beginning of a job (first year) for each wo
as known parameters for the firm-specific co

1.2. The Firm-specific Model for Wages and Mobili

Throughout the life of the job spell, worker
separate or to continue the match. In our app
and layoffs are empirically identical. The wor
only if the worker and firm pair jointly deci
very much in the spirit of work by Jovanov
(1992), Buchinsky et al. (2002) for micro-mat
and Willis (1978), Mincer and Jovanovic (198
At date t for a worker with seniority s, i.e., t

wage (the sum of the effect of the market v
individual fixed effect Oi) the wage and mob
following equations:
/jiq = 1> 0>o

Stj
itj Yi>
, ,__
(,S(i,t)

s(i,t) (2)

it - - -pi 0. .. 'i

log wiI - XSi - - z t)-- s i + i t E
where we substitute j = J(i, t) for notational clarity, R7t. is a latent variable expressing
mobility out of firm j at date t when positive (R 1 - P, using the above definition),

,s( it)is a vector of seniority-dependent variables that affect the separation decision,

quit or layoff,
yj Q,is and
thev,tfirm-specific
tarameter
vector productivity
describing
separation
decision on
is a mean zero error
term reflecting

the dependence of the

shocks. For the wage equation, Z")(it) denotes the variables indexed on seniority in the

firm and and git denotes a statistical residual.

Let us consider the system (2) at the entry into the firm. Since the worker is observed
in the firm at the first period, there is no choice for this variable to be negative, and the
first observed wage is the entry wage.

log W4)(1) - Pit(,j = 0

log wial,,, - Xi4,i,fi --0i -- 1j 4-t Ei4,(,).

Hence, the wage equation in this system is fully consistent with the entry wage equa-

tion (1) since all variables Zt(it) are equal to zero when s is zero, at entry, except for the
5 For instance, Dustmann and Meghir (2003) restrict their estimation of such an equation to displaced

workers.

? Royal Economic Society 2006
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intercept, ij. For any firm j, because all workers used in

seniority at entry, there is no mobility equation at the date o
Our system makes job seniority endogenous, as noted by m

and Farber, 1987; Altonji and Shakotko, 1987; Altonji an

among others). Better workers may leave the firm because
they received a better outside offer. Others might leave wh

that they are overpaid (given their productivity) and im

Should the first argument be true, selection within the firm
the best workers. The second argument leads to over-sampl

selection biases have potentially severe consequences on
mates.

The econometric identification of the selection process relies on th
and estimation of the correlation matrix between the various residuals
exclusion restrictions among the different equations (variables prese
equation and absent from the mobility equations, and conversely).6

For example, a worker hired at date to(i), who stays exactly two periods i

modelled with the following mobility and wage equations:
?1

1

Rito(i)+l = Q1 (i)+l, jj+ + Ki 0 < o

. . ZitoQ2(i)+ajy~
log Wito(i)+l - ..
Xito(i)+l
- -O - Zj 1 Z(i)+Ij + i0i+
8ito(i)+1
S2j

log

+

Wito(i)2
-3 + >
Ri(i)+3j

V<

(3)

Xib(i)?I
0.
- Qito(i)+3jt

In order to model the statistical r
between future wages and mobilit
holds:

v 1 Plj 0 0 0

git0(i)+1
v N O, 0 P2j 1 Plj 0Pj I P2j 0

eito(i)+2 0 0 P o2 P2j

vi \ 0 0 0 P0 j 1

A simple rewriting of the correlation matrix based on the normality a
sented in Appendix A, is useful for estimation since the likelihood do
multiple integration of the normal distribution.
The correlation matrix above accounts for the possible correlation be

residuals, v' and both past and contemporaneous wage residuals,

respectively. We do not allow for a direct correlation between past an
residuals since such a correlation is already captured by the person eff

The crucial point in our approach should now be clear: all parameters of
the wage and mobility equations, apart from the starting-wage equation, are
6 Even though the normality assumption suffices for identification.
7 Recall that the person effect is removed from the log-wage variable as shown above.

? Royal Economic Society 2006
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firm-specific. For instance, in the wage e

parameters that are similar for all workers e
from the returns-to-seniority parameters es
firm-specific returns to seniority are allowe
the workers in that firm. More generally, sin
each firm, the estimated parameters can be
retention policies of the firm.
There are two kinds of exclusion variables i
not in the wage equation). The first one is cl
heterogeneity with respect to previous emplo
using the number of previous jobs and the d
The other group of variables in the mobility
reflects the position of the worker in the age
variable is inspired by the literature on inter
1976). According to these theories, some firm

firms, hiring (entry to the firm) occurs at a you

career path at the firm. Workers in the lower p

be less mobile on this theory. By contrast, wh
when the worker-firm pair is concerned about
see more separation among the workers who
position of the worker in the age distribution
to be to identify mobility - it affects the mob
with the wage formation process.
The firm-specific mobility and wage process
for the effect of each of the explanatory va
estimation is conducted in firms with sufficient observations. We set a minimum within-

firm sample size of 200 observations. We use maximum likelihood estimation firm
firm. Parameters can only be estimated when there is enough within-firm variation
workers' observed characteristics. For instance, there is no point in estimating a m
specific mobility intensity when the firm only comprises males. Hence, we use th

following strategy. Before estimation, we automatically locate all firms for which one of

our explanatory variables has insufficient within-firm variation. This variable is wit
drawn from the explanatory variables of the relevant firm-level equation. Of the ab
4,000 firms, 45% have at least one such variable. For some variables, such as the male

indicator in the mobility equation, the coefficient is identified for more than 99%
the firms. However, the proportion falls to 82% for a variable such as the returns
seniority for workers with 10 years or more of seniority. The coefficient is then set
zero in the firm-level analyses and to 'missing value' in Tables 1 to 6 describing th
parameters.

2. Data Description

We use data from the Declarations Annuelles des Donnees Sociales (DADS), a 1/25th
sample of the French work force with information from 1976-96 on the matched
worker-firm side and data from the BRN on the performance of the firm side. W
describe these data in turn.

? Royal Economic Society 2006
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2.1. The DADS

The DADS are a large collection of matched employer-employee information col
by INSEE (Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques). The dat
based on a mandatory employer report of the gross earnings of each employee su

to French payroll taxes. The universe includes all employed persons. Our an

sample covers all individuals employed in French enterprises who were born in Oc
of even-numbered years, excluding civil servants. Our extract runs from 1976 to
with 1981, 1983 and 1990 excluded because the extracts were not created for those

years. The initial data set contained 16 million observations, each corresponding to a
unique enterprise-individual-year combination. The observation includes an identifier
that corresponds to the employee (called NNI below) and an identifier that corresponds to the enterprise (SIREN). For each observation, we have the exact starting date
and end date (day of the year and year) of the job spell in the establishment and an
indicator for full-time/part-time/intermittent/at home work-status of the employee.
Each observation also includes, in addition to the variables listed above, the individual's

sex, month year and place of birth, current occupation, total net nominal earnings
during the year, annualised gross nominal earnings during the year for the individual.
Employer characteristics are the location and industry of the employing establishment.
2.1.1. Observation selection, variable creation, data editing and imputation

An observation is identified by a combination of two identifiers, the firm id and the
person id. The SIREN number has an internal structure that allows us to check for

coding errors. The NNI number has no such internal control. Even though 90% of
recently-submitted DADS files are sent by the responding firm using electronic media,
the situation in the 1980s was quite different. At that time INSEE had to perform the data

entry from paper records. Data entry errors in the NNI occurred (for example, exchanging two digits of the NNI, error in one of the digits and so forth). This phenomenon is well-known at INSEE but, despite many attempts, no general way of solving this

problem was found.8 As a consequence, some observations have a NNI-year-SIREN
combination such that no other observation has the same NNI. As ajoint product, some
NNI-SIREN combinations have a unique missing year. Consider now the case of a worker
with observations in, say, 1978 and 1980 in the same enterprise (SIREN) but no observation for 1979. To be true, this would mean that the worker would be employed until
some date in 1978 (depending on the number of days worked, December 31 most likely)
and also employed after some date in 1980 (depending on the number of days worked,
January 1 most likely) in this firm but not employed at all during year 1979. This is very
improbable because of the regulations governing layoffs in France, in which workers may

be recalled by their previous employers even after some period of unemployment. The
suggestions of D. Verger (chief of the Division Revenus, in charge of the DADS at the
beginning of the 1990s) led us to adopt the following solution. Whenever an observation
was missing in a given year when the same NNI-SIREN combination existed for the
preceding and the following year, we created an observation for the missing year with the

same NNI-SIREN combination. (This added 193,148 observations.) Earnings are
8 The computer intensive method of Abowd and Vilhuber (2005) was not an option when the data for this
article were created.

? Royal Economic Society 2006
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computed as the geometric mean of the prece
All other variables are taken at their precedin
Because of the 1982 and 1990 Census, the 1981, 1983 and 1990 DADS data were not

available. We used the same principle as the one described above to impute missing
observations. Hence, imputation was performed only for those individuals that were
present in the same firm in 1980 and 1982 or 1982 and 1984 or 1989 and 1991. (This
added 759,017 observations to the sample.) All variables were imputed as above. A
more precise description of the construction of some variables in the data set are
presented in the working paper version of this article.
Finally, as in AKM, we eliminated observations for which the logarithm of the real
annualised total compensation cost was more than five standard deviations away from
its predicted value based on a linear regression model of this variable on sex, region,
experience, and education (see the data appendix in AKM).

After these selections and imputations, the final data set contains 13,770,082
observations, corresponding to 1,682,080 individuals and 515,557 firms.
2.1.2. Seniority imputations for 1976

To estimate the starting wage equation (1), the wage equation for observations with
zero seniority, we concentrate on all job observations for the year of the individual's
entry into the firm. Because of the left-censoring in the creation of the DADS, there is a

problem with observations in 1976 - no information is available about the actual start
date for individuals who were already employed at a particular firm at the start of this
year. We use AKM's imputed seniority as an indicator of recent hire or not. We assumed
that all workers with strictly less than two years of imputed seniority in 1976 'just
entered' their employing firm. Since short-term contracts were virtually non-existent in

those years, most workers had relatively long employment spells.9 After selecting only
those observations corresponding to the year of entry in new job, we have 4,616,093
observations. These include 1,535,758 individuals (some persons are only employed by
their 1976 employer and never leave it) and 480,360 firms (some firms only employ
workers with 2 years of seniority in 1976; in general these are very small firms with only

one DADS individual).
2.2. The BRN and Other Firm-level Variables

2.2.1. Within-firm employment, seniority and skill structure

To measure the employment structure of our French firms, we construct firm-level
variables based on some of our entry wage equation estimates. First, we take the estimated i from the entry wage equation to generate the variable XJ for each person at
entry to the firm. Then, we generate the various quartiles of the within-firm distribution

of this variable. These quartile boundaries are used to control for a mixture of the
experience and time-varying skill structure of the firm since they are based on a univariate measure derived from the market wage. Similarly, we compute the quartiles of
the within-firm distribution of the estimated person-effect, an effect which is the sum of
0 Other definitions of just entered' in 1976 did not materially change in the estimated coefficients of the

starting wage equation.
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an unobserved component and of the time-invariant observed
tion and sex).
Finally, and reminiscent of the dual labour market literature

1976), we compute the within-firm distribution of age of the work

is that some firms may hire most of their workers after they
(internal labour markets) whereas other firms hire workers at
2.2.2. Indicators of performance

Indicators of performance are drawn from an administrative fir
annual report on profitability and employment by enterprises
Commerciaux, BIC) for all firms reporting under the BRN reg
Normaux), the usual reporting regime for most firms (only the
particular the zero employees firms, are excluded). The data co
variables listed below, and described extensively in AKM, are av
for all available years from the BRN.
Variables that we will consider in the following are:

* Firm-level employment (expressed in thousands of worker
* Real capital stock per employee (defined as total assets divi
specific price index of physical capital per employee) also
labour ratio,

* The fraction of stable employees (measured as the within
ability of being employed next year conditional on being e
the firm) also called the stability index,
* Real value added inclusive of labour costs per employee, a
* Operating profit per unit of capital.

3. Estimation Results

3.1. The Starting-wage Equation

Estimation of the starting wage equation (1) requires some identification assum

The individual and firm effects are identified, relative to the overall constant, in fi

effect estimation when the observations are part of a connected group. A

assumptions are required to identify the person effects, firm effects, and in so
the residual. First, in the case where the individual has at least two for the man
disconnected groups in the French data.10 First, the individual effect is estim
separately from the residual only for workers whose entry wages are observed for a
two jobs. Second, for those workers who are observed in a single job, the residu

to zero and the individual effect is set at the non explained part of the w

consequence. Because we focus hereafter on relatively large firms for which at l

10 The largest connected group covers more than 95% of the total. The many small disconnecte
are a consequence of the data being a 1/25th sample. We identified the person effects in the dis

groups by setting their within-group average to zero. We identified the firm effects in the disconnec
by including the group mean in the firm effect and setting the overall average firm effect to zero.
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observations are available, the estimated firm fix

Abowd et al. (2003) for the standard errors fo

The explanatory variables (Xit) are actual lab
an Ile de France region indicator, a full-time v
These variables are fully interacted with sex.
starting-wage observations (some workers chu
we control for the past number of jobs in th
addition, we include both a person and a firm ef
are high-dimensional, standard estimation tec
or sweep operators, cannot be applied. Instea
on the standard conjugate gradient algorithm
directly; see Abowd et al. (2003).
Starting wage results are presented in Appen
fixed person and firm effects, the reported coef
the time-varying attributes. Results show tha
men than for women. In addition, the first j
surprisingly, jobs in the Ile de France region are
show a decreasing trend in real starting wages
ditions for young workers in the French labou
also be viewed as an attempt to capture initial he
hire into the firm, in the spirit of Heckman

3.2. The Firm-specific Mobility and Wage Equation

For each of the 5,000 firms in the sample

observations to proceed, we estimate the set o
likelihood. Convergence occurs for 4,015 firm

programs. We did not try to re-estimate models

not converge." Firm-specific parameters can
within-firm variation in workers' observed characteristics (see the discussion in
Section 1).
The firms used in these estimates are not representative of all French firms in two
ways. The estimation sample over-represents large firms, which tend to survive longer,
because of our requirement that at least 200 worker-year observations per firm be
available. In addition, firm-specific observations may correspond to many different
workers in a few years or to fewer workers observed for more years. Thus the within-firm

composition of the sample reflects the average completed duration ofjob spells at that
firm. We can assess these potential sources of non-representativeness in our firm
sample by comparing our firms with the universe of firms contained in the BRN, our

" In previous versions of this research, we succeeded in obtaining convergence for 95% of firms after
multiple attempts but none of the subsequent results were changed by inclusion of these firms. In addition,
we were less confident in some of the coefficients obtained for those firms where convergence was obtained in
the supplementary searches. For these reasons, we decided to restrict attention, in this article, to firms for
which the maximum likelihood procedure converged immediately using a grid search for the starting values
of the correlation coefficients plj and P2j.
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sample covers 36% (30% in the BRN) of the workers working in the p
1985 (1996) and 83% (75%) of firms employing more than 1,000 work
We turn now to interpretation of the estimated firm-specific determ
growth and mobility. We have estimated values for the effects of di
characteristics for each firm. These estimates require some caution in
Our main interest lies in the between-firm heterogeneity of these effects.

effects could be ascertained by direct measurement (e.g., a firm survey

would directly reveal the between firm variability. Of course, direct survey

of a concept like the rate of increase of mobility as a function of seniority

its own difficulties -justifying our reliance on indirect statistical meas
The firm-specific effects of interest in our work must be estimated
workers at the firm. Hence, all observed variation in the estimated effects
between-firm and within-firm variation. The between firm variation reflects differences in

firm-level policies. The within-firm variation is estimation error arising from the incompleteness of our samples or the inadequacy of our models. Although it will not be easy to

make inferences about the between-firm differences, we will try to do this using three
methods. First, we summarise the between-firm heterogeneity in the estimated effects
(Tables 1 and 2) while also drawing attention to the heterogeneity in the statistical
precision of the estimated effects (Tables 3 and 4). Second, we simulate the nonlinear
within-firm effects, in effect treating the within-firm parameter estimates as modes of the

posterior distribution of the parameters. The simulations allow us reduce the influence of

the estimation error on inferences about between-firm heterogeneity by averaging the
heterogeneity measures over many simulated firm-level outcomes. Finally, we analyse the
between-firm correlations of the estimated effects using a method that explicitly adjusts
the covariance matrices for estimation error in the firm-level effects. While focusing on

the dispersion of measures of statistical significance is not a conventional technique for
summarising multi-level models like ours, it is instructive because it shows the reader the

hazard of concluding that large differences in estimated effects necessarily arise from
between-firm heterogeneity - estimation error within firms is also important.
We begin with the first assessment, direct interpretation of the distribution of firm-

specific effects and their estimation error. The distribution of estimated firm-specific
effects for the mobility equation is provided in Table 1. The distribution of the firmspecific effects for the wage equation is in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 show the distribution
of the conventional measure of statistical significance (the Student-t) for the effects in
the mobility and wage equations, respectively.
Most parameters are easy to interpret. In both the mobility and wage growth equations, seniority effects are estimated as splines. For the mobility equation, the spline is
based on the following functional form for the probability of moving (leaving the firm):

Pr(MovingIsen) = F{ a, sen x 1(0 < anc < 2)

+ [2al + a2(sen - 2)] x 1(2 < anc < 5)
+ [2al + 3a2 + a3(sen - 5)] x 1(5 < anc < 10)

+ [2al + 3a2+ 5a3 + a4(sen - 10)] x 1(10 < anc)}
where 1(-) denotes an indicator function and sen denotes seniority. The spline function
is linear, continuous everywhere, with changing slopes at 2, 5, and 10 years of seniority.
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For instance, a positive coefficient for al, as reported in Tab
are more likely to move as seniority increases from zero to two

seniority, the coefficient a2 applies and measures the differ

decreasing, depending on its sign) from the coefficient al.

significantly different from zero, it means that workers with tw

have the same probability of leaving the firm as workers with n
seniority.

Similarly, we implement spline for seniority in the wage equation as follows:

E(ln WageIsen) = ba sen x 1(0 < anc < 2)
+ [2bk + b2(sen - 2)] x 1(2 < anc < 5)
+ [2b? + 3b2 + b3(sen - 5)] x 1(5 < anc < 10)
+ [2bl + 3b2 + 5b3 + b4(sen - 10)] x 1(10 < anc)
where, once again, a positive bl means that at the beginning of their careers in the firm
workers' wages increase with seniority; and b2 picks up where bi stops: if b2 is greater
than b, returns to seniority increase after two years of seniority and if it is less than bl

then returns to seniority decrease after two years (these returns can be flat when b2 is
equal to zero or may even decrease if b2 < 0).
3.2.1. Heterogeneity in the mobility equation

The mobility equation measures the probability of separating from the employer. A
positive coefficient corresponds to a larger propensity to move. Consider first the base
propensity of firms to separate workers. Heterogeneity of this propensity is captured by

between-firm differences in the intercept of the mobility equation, which we estimate
separately for three distinct sub-periods: 1976-80, 1982-9 and 1991-6. Within firms, the

estimated sub-period constants are very highly correlated (not shown in Table),
therefore, it is reasonable to interpret them as reflecting a long-term component of the

firm's mobility policy. A large positive sub-period constant means that the firm has
many separations or, equivalently, that it is a high-turnover firm. Interestingly, results in

Table 1 show that baseline mobility is very heterogeneous. While this could be due to
between-firm differences or within-firm estimation error, Table 3 confirms that 35% of
firms are low-turnover firms whereas 10 to 20% of firms are high-turnover firms.

This retention policy of firms also depends on worker types. For instance, we see that
the worker's sex appears to matter for less than 30% of firms. But, for roughly 20% of
firms, males tend to stay significantly longer periods than females whereas the opposite
appears to hold for about 10% of firms. For the rest of firms, there is no measured
difference in the mobility behaviour of men and women. By contrast, seniority in the
previous job matters for more than 90% of firms, and the effect is always the same:
workers with long tenure in their previous job stay longer in their current job.
Tenure in the current firm often has the opposite consequences for mobility; that is,
our results show negative duration dependence for job seniority but with substantial
heterogeneity. We investigate this more thoroughly below. For the first two years of
seniority, increases are associated with less mobility for 30% of the firms and with more

mobility for approximately 15% of the firms. Hence, 30% of firms try to stabilise their
less-senior workers whereas 15% of the firms exhibit churning since workers with two
@ Royal Economic Society 2006
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years of seniority or less tend to move more
years of seniority. The probability of leaving
firms for workers with at least ten years of
seniority in the same firm.

Focusing on variables that reflect potential h
consider first the relation between the separa
from the starting-wage equation (a measure
market). For 30% to 40% of the firms there i
starting-wage person effect and the separatio
bution of Student-t statistics in the row lab
smaller percentage of firms (less than 10%) ha
starting-wage person effect and the separati
evidenced by their labour market valuations,
fraction of firms.

An alternative measure of the heterogeneity of human resource policies comes from
examining the evidence for internal labour markets (Doeringer and Piore, 1976). In
this view, firms can create labour markets within their own organisation. There are
privileged ports of entry and the whole career takes place within the firm through
moves between positions. To assess this theory, we have created for each firm a distribution of ages at entry. In Tables 1 and 3, this firm-specific distribution of age at
entry is summarised by the variables labelled 'Entry in Qn of the age at entry distribution', where n is the first, second or third quartile, respectively (with n = 4 as the

reference group). If entry at a young age is associated with a career within the
organisation, we should see a negative relation between mobility and workers who enter
in Q1 or Q2 of this age-at-entry distribution. For instance if a firm hires workers for
some jobs on a short-term basis and other workers for core jobs on a long-term basis at a
specific age (mostly young), then one expects to see that entry in the first or the second
quartile of the age-at-entry distribution is associated with lower separation probabilities.
Direct examination of the relevant rows of Tables 1 and 3 shows that there is not much

evidence for this interpretation. There is actually a strong positive relation bet

entry in the first quartile of the age-at-entry distribution and the separation probabi

for about 50% of the firms and a strong negative relation (as predicted by inte
labour markets) for less than 5%.

By contrast, when firms hire workers at various ages and when the worker-firm pa

concerned about the quality of the match, then one expects to see more separatio

workers entering in the bottom of the age distribution. As noted above, this is precis
the case. In more than 30% of firms, workers entering in the first three quartiles of

firm-specific age-at-entry distribution move more often than workers entering
top quartile of the age distribution (unreported results show that these three co
cients are highly positively correlated). Virtually no firm (less than 5%) preferen
retains workers entering in the bottom of the age distribution. These results are l
inconsistent with most versions of the internal labour market theory.

Finally, approximately 30% of the firms try to keep workers with technical degrees

opposed to workers with general education, either low or high), as can be seen
the rows labelled 'low general education' and 'high general education' in Tables 1
3 since 'technical degrees' is the omitted category. Workers with general educatio
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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coefficient for low and for high are very strongly positively
those firms more often than those with technical degrees.
3.2.2. Heterogeneity in the wage equation

We have jointly estimated the firm-specific mobility an

dependent variable in the firm-specific wage equation is the
the opportunity wage as measured using the coefficients est
wage equation (1). This opportunity wage is the wage that thi
expectation, on the market, at the moment of entry at a ran
opportunity wage includes Oi, the person effect, unobserved

least partially) controlled. Some variables present in the
included in the wage equation.
Results for the firm-specific wage equation are presented
efficients distribution) and Table 4 (for the Student-t stati
variables are generally statistically different from zero at th
range of firms. Only seniority in its various guises (as a spli
cation and sex) displays 40% or less of the estimated coefficie
this level. Even more striking is the almost completely sym
tribution of many wage coefficients.

As with the mobility equation, the best summary of the co
firm is captured by the sub-period constants, which are hi
within firms (not shown in the Tables). A positive sub-period
high-wage firm and a negative one to a low-wage firm. Roug
low-wage firms (at the 5% level) and 30 to 40% of the firms a
at the 5% level).
Some additional Table 2 results deserve further comment. That the coefficient for

part-time compensation is positive in a substantial fraction of the firms (40%) m
appear surprising. However, this variable is also present in the starting wage equat
Hence, what is estimated in the firm-specific parameter is the difference between p
time compensation on the market (included in the opportunity cost of time) and
firm-specific part-time policy. Hence, a positive coefficient on the firm-specific p

time coefficient means that the firm pays its part-time workers better than the marke

(as compared to a full-time worker with all the same characteristics) and conversel
negative coefficient means that the firm pays its part-time workers worse than
market rate.

It is striking to see that returns to seniority in the first two years of ajob - to take a
question that has attracted a lot of attention - are significantly negative for 15% to 20%
of the firms whereas they are positive for 20% of the firms. These negative returns ar
still present at higher tenure levels. In fact, the estimated firm-specific seniority coefficients are strongly positively correlated. Hence, around 20% of French firms have
negative returns to seniority; 20% have positive returns to seniority and 60% of French
firms have returns to seniority that are virtually zero (not significantly different from
zero at the 5% level). This result confirms previous findings ofAKM or, more recently,
of Dostie (2005) using a similar data set but completely different estimation techniques. Notice also that comparing the 5th percentile with the 95th percentile for the
male-specific returns to tenure we see that 20% of firms provide higher returns to
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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tenure to women and 10% to 15% reward male tenure more than female tenure.

Results are roughly similar for returns to tenure for our different levels of education. I

general, some firms appear to favour low-education workers, other firms appear
favour technical education (the omitted category) and, finally, some firms focus on
high-education group. Those firms that pay low-education workers high wages also
their high-education workers high wages (see Table 6).
3.2.3. Heterogeneity of seniority effects in the mobility and wage equations

Because interpretation of the seniority effects requires (at a minimum) simultane
assessment of seven coefficients (three sub-period constants and four seniority spl
coefficients) in each equation, there is no simple way to disentangle between-firm
heterogeneity from within-firm estimation error. To provide a graphical display of

joint pattern of seniority effects in the two equations, we simulated each fir

mobility and wage equation parameters by drawing 1,000 times from their poster
distribution.12 For each draw from the posterior distribution of the parameters
formed the mobility-seniority profile, estimated using the average constant for
three sub-periods and the four spline coefficients, and the wage-seniority profile
(estimated with and without the intercept; when using an intercept, we used

average of the three sub-periods). Averaging the simulations greatly reduces

influence of within-firm sampling error when estimating the quantiles of the dist
bution of the return to seniority: the simulated distribution of these quantiles is v
tight, implying that they have very little sampling variability. Grouping the firms
the basis of this estimated distribution captures between-firm heterogeneity in t
returns to seniority.

We grouped the firms into three categories based on the simulated distribution
the return to two years of seniority (excluding the intercept): the lowest quartile,
middle two quartiles, and the highest quartile. Within each of these three groups
averaged the mobility-seniority profile (probit index) and the wage-seniority profile
all simulations of firms in that group. Figure 1 shows the average estimated relat
between wage growth and mobility, as a function of seniority, for firms in the low
quartile of the return-to-seniority distribution. Figure 2 shows the same set of relat
for firms in the middle two quartiles of the return-to-seniority distribution. Figu
shows the firms in the highest quartile. All three figures are displayed on the sa
scale.

Dispensing with the middle first, Figure 2 shows that the predominant pattern i
French industry is no return to seniority in the wage equation and a very modest
increase in the separation rate over the first 10 years of service. Figure 2 also confirm
that the dominant policy in this group of firms is a lower base separation rate than
the average firm (negative intercept). Figure 1 shows that firms in the lowest quarti

12 We sampled from the natural conjugate posterior for the normal regression model for the wa

equation and the asymptotic normal posterior for the probit model for the mobility equation. The mode
the posterior distribution in both cases was the maximum likelihood estimate of the firm-specific parameter
and the dispersion matrix was the maximum likelihood estimate of the coefficient covariance matrix.
13 The reference person in this simulation is female, full-time, no experience, zero person effect, technica

education, entry in the fourth quartile of the age distribution, zero prior seniority. This affects the location o

the intercept, which should be compared to the other two graphs and not interpreted absolutely.
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Fig. 1. Wage Growth and Mobility (Lowest Quartile for Wage Growth)
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Fig. 2. Wage Growth and Mobility (Second and Third Quartiles of Wage Growth)

of the return to seniority distribution have a negative return to seniority over the first

10 years, a higher base separation rate (as compared to the middle group), and about
the same rate of increase in the separation rate as the middle group. Figure 3 shows
that the highest quartile of the return to seniority distribution has a very substantial
positive return to seniority, a higher base rate of separation (compared to the middle
group) and a much stronger increase in separation probabilities over the first 10 years
of seniority.
@ Royal Economic Society 2006
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Fig. 3. Wage Growth and Mobility (Top Quartile of Wage Growth)

3.2.4. Some initial evidence for the existence of a mobility policy

Although we have not developed a full structural model of the relations among the
various parameters of a firm's mobility policy, one way to begin examining this question
is to consider the between-firm correlation across the various estimated coefficients of

the mobility equation. These correlations are presented in Table 5. We correct

correlations to reduce the influence of within-firm estimation error in the firm-spe

coefficients.14 In Table 5, as well as in those that follow, the most significant re
are italicised. For instance, we see that high-turnover firms (based on the firs
period intercept) are also firms where the separation rate of workers increases
go from zero to two years of seniority. High-turnover firms (again, based on th
sub-period intercept) tend to keep workers entering at relatively younger ages
on the coefficient of entry in the first quartile of the age-at-entry distribution)
turnover firms tend to separate workers with high or low general education (
separate workers with a technical education). Similarly, firms in which males are
are also firms in which separation probabilities increase with tenure. But, they a
those firms in which workers with general education (as opposed to technical
tion) are least mobile and tend to have decreasing mobility with tenure. Few firm
a mobility policy that differs for men and women.
Interestingly, the person effect, which measures worker's external quality a
mated from the entry wage equation, is only mildly related to other elements o

14 The derivations are shown in Appendix C. Related methods are described in Fuller (1987) and
(1988). Similarly, our performance analysis in a later subsection takes account of the sampling va

induced by the firm-specific estimation, again as described in Appendix C. This correction sometimes e
a loss of observations or even of variables. For instance, when a coefficient is almost never significant
firm, the sampling variance of the estimated coefficients is always large and, therefore, the true varian
population parameter (obtained as difference between the estimated total variance of the coefficients a
estimated sampling variation of the coefficients; see Appendix C) becomes negative. For such variables,
not present corrected correlations.
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retention policy of the firm. By contrast, educa
to be an important element of firms' mobility
general education separate more are also firms wh
(in Q1 of the firm-specific age-at-entry distribu
firms in which workers with high seniority in t
Finally, in these firms, even though workers w
often than those with a technical education, this
3.2.5. First evidence for the existence of a pay policy

Next we examine the correlation between the var
equation. These results are presented in the bot
there is a negative correlation between the firm
seniority in the wage equation. Firms that pay h
seniority, evidence of a 'zero profit' condition.
appears that firms that pay males higher wages t
the high-wage firms with low returns to seniori
to workers with a technical education (i.e., not
seniority for all workers.

3.2.6. A second analysis of the mobility and pay relat

Figures 1 to 3 were our first attempt to interpre
mobility and pay. The between-firm correlations
the mobility equation and the estimated coefficie
the top panel of Table 6, provide us with additio
examine more precisely the initial evidence forjo
firm-specific coefficients of the wage equation ar
cients in the mobility equation. The central corr
constant in the wage equation and the constant

message is very clear: firms that pay high wages als

that have large returns to seniority are also th
These results reconfirm what we showed in Figu
should not be viewed as a compensation device fo
with a stable workforce but as an incentive devic
adverse effects on capital accumulation of high i
more, high-wage firms are firms where the mo
tend to separate most frequently. But they are a
with seniority, where workers with technical ed
workers who entered at an early age (in Q1 of t
move more often.

In Tables 2 and 4, we present the estimated coefficients and estimated Stud

statistics for the correlation between the mobility error term with the wage error t

(future, pi and past, P2). Here again, the heterogeneity is daunting: 20% of firm
significant (at the 5% level) and negative pi whereas slightly less than 20% of firms
a significant and positive pi. Similarly, more than 30% of firms have a signific

negative P2 whereas 15% have a significant and positive P2. A larger (more posi
means that workers who face a positive shock to mobility also face a positive s
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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their future wage. This is a potential reflection of firms trying to
decisions to accept outside offers. Alternatively, the result may me

have a tendency to move face very good prospects in their origin firm

pi means that workers who face a positive shock to their mobility
shock to their future wage. Once again, the mobility decision is
come in which workers who will not get promoted may decide to m
who initiates the potential separation is virtually impossible to reso

the correlation between the past shock on wages and the mobi
positive, workers move after an unexpected wage increase. Ap
should be induced by the worker's decision. When negative, work
unexpected wage increase, potentially resulting from a joint d
mentioned, the latter case (joint optimisation) is much more com

wage hike is associated with workers staying an additional year in m

In Tables 7 and 8 respectively, we examine the between-firm

(mobility shock and future wage shock), P2 (mobility shock and pa
a (standard error of the wage shock) with the estimated coefficient
wage equations, respectively. Firms with a high pi are low mobility
from the negative correlation between the intercept (first sub-p
thermore, these low mobility firms also have relatively small as,
positive correlation between these parameters, which might be due
or more constraints induced by collective agreements and compen

firms. As could be expected given the positive association betw
measured by the intercept in the within-firm wage equation) and
measured by the intercept in the within-firm mobility equation), h
to have large positive pls, negative P2s and relatively small as. Rec

means that, in such firms, workers with a positive shock on future wa

to be mobile. Hence, in these high-paying, low-mobility firms, mob
to quits, potentially for better jobs. An (unreported) between-firm
observed characteristics of the firm, such as employment, the industry
the workforce and the labour capital ratio shows that, not surprisingly

large a. It also shows that firms with large a employ high wag

relatively low capital-labour ratios. A similar regression shows that
are in fact firms that are highly capital intensive (large capital lab

size of the firm per se is not related to pi. By contrast, firms with lar

relatively little capital and, once again, size of the firm per se is n
of these results are consistent with the result that pi and P2 are
correlated and that pi and a are also negatively correlated.
3.2.7. A summary of human resource policies

To gain a better understanding of potential relations among these v
effects beyond the simple correlations that we just presented, we p
component analysis of all these estimated coefficients, i.e. those th
mobility policy, those that characterise the pay policy, and those th
relations. Factor estimates, using the covariance matrix corrected

parameter estimation error (see Appendix C), are presented i

Table 9 shows the eigenvalues and Table 10 shows the factor loading
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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Table 8

Correlation Between Estimated Firm-specific Parameters of the Wage Equations an
specific Error Term Parameters
Intercept Tenure Tenure Low High Tenure
(First (less than (two to general general x High

Wage equation Period) two years) five years) Male education education general ed.
Error term parameters
Correlation between 0.4933 -0.6957 -0.4571 0.1979 0.4108 0.3115 -0.4068

mobility and future 0.0205 0.2050 0.2081 0.0518 0.0341 0.0242 0.1482
wage (pi)

Correlation between -0.3372 0.5062 0.3144 -0.1013 -0.1849 -0.1574 0.1906

mobility and past 0.0809 0.2004 0.1832 0.0488 0.0636 0.0545 0.2105

wage (P2)

Standard error of the -0.4003 0.3888 0.3871 -0.2317 -0.3282 -0.3089 0.5822

wage shock (in logs) 0.0203 0.1208 0.1788 0.0624 0.0377 0.0311 0.1868

Notes. Correlations are computed using the estimates of the firm-specific parameters of the m
equations. The mobility and wage equations are jointly estimated by maximum likelihood. F

the sample, there is a set of estimated parameters used to compute the correlation. Param
estimated for those firms in which there is enough within-firm variability. The estimate
corrected for the estimation error of the firm-specific parameters. Italic indicates that t
significant at the 5% level or less (standard errors are given below the correlation). Number
(firms): 2,507. Source: DADS.
Table 9

Factor Analysis of the Firm-specific Parameters of the Mobility and Wage Equat
Eigenvalues
Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative
1

8.5768

3.8185

0.2382

2

4.7583

0.2521

0.1322

0.3704

3
4

4.5062
4.1114

0.3948
1.4632

0.1252
0.1142

0.4956
0.6098

0.6009
0.2041
0.1915
0.3102
0.2582
0.1433

0.0736
0.0569
0.0512
0.0459
0.0373

0.6834
0.7402
0.7914
0.8373
0.8746

5
2.6482
6 2.0473
7
1.8432
8
1.6517
9
1.3416
10
1.0833

0.0301

0.2382

0.9047

axes.
The
results
can
be
s
variance.
These
four
dim
reader
is
cautioned
to
rem
nations
of
the
firm-spec
and not linear combinations of the variables themselves.

The first axis contrasts high-wage and low-mobility firms with those that p
wages and are high-mobility firms. It may be helpful to completely explain th

pretation. The column labelled 'Factorl' in Table 10 shows three large po
loadings for the three sub-period constants in the mobility equation. Whe

constants are positive, the firm is a high mobility firm (the probability of sepa
higher regardless of the characteristics of the individual). The same column als
three large negative loadings on the sub-period constants in the wage equation
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Table 10

Factor Analysis of the Firm-specific Parameters of the Mobility and Wage Equat

Loadings
Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
Mobility equation
Male
0.0546
0.3818
0.1798
0.1933
Full-Time 0.1944 0.1237 0.0593 0.0606

First period constant (1976-80) 0.7950 0.1154 -0.1732 0.0732
Second period constant (1982-9) 0.7877 0.1230 -0.1547 0.1381
Third period constant (1991-6) 0.6613 0.1476 -0.0601 0.0940
Person effect (from starting wage equation) -0.1142 -0.1159 -0.2308 0.2744
Experience 0.0215 -0.6514 -0.3178 -0.1150
Experience2 -0.0582 0.7565 0.4127 0.1286

Experience3 0.0371 -0.7738 -0.4240 -0.1725

Experience4 -0.0739 0.7764 0.4373 0.2043

Tenure (less than two years) 0.4400 0.3540 0.1326 0.2981
Tenure (2 to 5 years) 0.3606 0.1688 0.0463 0.0662
Tenure (5 to 10 years) 0.5099 0.2869 -0.0822 0.2645

Tenure (more than 10 years) 0.2875 0.5369 0.0964 0.1514
Tenure x Low general education 0.3427 -0.5515 -0.3015 0.1436
Tenure x High general education 0.1976 -0.4691 -0.4085 0.2759
Low general education -0.5644 0.3350 0.1004 -0.2020
High general education -0.6033 0.1447 0.0996 -0.4848
Entered in Q1 of age at entry distribution -0.8451 -0.0473 0.2928 -0.2711
Entered in Q2 of age at entry distribution -0.7938 -0.0238 0.2961 -0.3535
Entered in Q3 of age at entry distribution -0.8217 -0.1516 0.2051 -0.4010
Number of previous jobs -0.0513 0.2263 0.1599 0.2406
Seniority in the previous job -0.6476 -0.0622 0.0794 -0.3952
Wage equation

Full-Time

0.1383

-0.0747

0.3109

-0.3358

First period constant (1976-80) -0.5328 0.1030 -0.4236 0.5723
Second period constant (1982-9) -0.6220 0.0493 -0.3499 0.5999

Third period constant (1991-6) -0.5988 0.0019 -0.3360 0.5161

Tenure (less than two years) 0.4467 0.1651 -0.0335 -0.3241

Tenure (2 to 5 years) 0.3198 0.2129 -0.1430 -0.5459
Male

-0.1853

-0.0463

0.0622

0.2192

Low general education -0.1580 -0.5198 0.8486 0.4522
High general education -0.0217 -0.4907 0.8542 0.4446

Tenure x High general education 0.8412 -0.6744 1.0749 0.0678

Correlation between mobility and future wage -0.5646 -0.1012 0.0574 0.6084
Correlation between mobility and past wage 0.2295 0.0496 0.0356 -0.5463
Standard error of the wage shock (in logs) 0.6217 -0.0305 -0.0993 -0.3681

these constants are negative the firm is a low-wage firm regardless of the char

of the worker. For this reason we interpret this factor as increasing in the clu

mobility, low-wage) or decreasing in the cluster (low-mobility, high-wage)
wage firms also hire relatively older workers whereas the high-mobility firms

workers at younger ages, as measured by the firm-specific age-at-entry coeffic

configuration of policies is clearly consistent with the existence of many
formal contracts. Among high-mobility firms, because workers are more li
as seniority increases, returns to seniority are high in the first five years, pot
device designed to keep some carefully selected workers.

The second factor loading axis combines experience and education.

groups firms in which mobility is increasing with experience and workers with
? Royal Economic Society 2006
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education are better paid in contrast with firms in which stabi
experience and workers with general education are better paid
The third axis requires more subtle interpretation. The facto
firms (negative sub-period constants in the wage equation) tha
firms for workers with a general education (positive coefficie
education characteristics in the wage equation) with high-wage f
one type of education over another. Interestingly, the fourth

choices for the different education types. It contrasts high-wage fi

wages for the technically educated and low returns to seniority wit

high wages for the technically educated and large returns to se
neither low nor high-turnover.
Of course, such bundles of characteristics do not exist to hel
firms. These characteristics should stem from firms' choices that have to be related to

their underlying productivity, employment, or capital choices. We try to say more abo

this in the next subsection. We note in summary for this subsection that a firmregression of the four factors on industry indicators demonstrates that these po

are not associated with any specific industry. Hence, these contrasts are mostly a withi

industry phenomenon.
3.3. The Performance Equations

Our performance equations are presented in Table 11. Each column has the same
mat: a firm-level performance outcome is related to the four factor-analytic axes that

summarise the estimated parameters, the firm's skill structure, industry indicator
capital-labour ratio, and employment (for the analysis of value added).15 The table
sents results for log employment, the stability index (defined in the data section
(capital/labour), log value-added per employee, and operating profit per unit of ca
All these equations are very much in the spirit of those presented in AKM but they im
in many dimensions over them. First, the mobility policy is present whereas it was abs
from AKM. Second, the pay policy comprises many more parameters, which are estima
on almost twice as many observations and controlling for the endogeneity of wor
mobility (which was assumed to be exogenous, conditional on the person and firm effec
in AKM). Notice however that matching the DADS data with external sources such
BRN reduces the number of available observations from 2,507 for the correlation

approximately 1,800 for these performance equations.

We first discuss the results for log employment. Although nothing structural should

inferred from our estimates, we still expect to capture descriptively important elemen

human resource management policies. Large firms tend to hire workers with low p
effects, a result potentially surprising given their frequent use of human resou
departments. However, screening on a large scale maybe difficult. Considering the
sonnel policy as measured by the factor-analytic axes, we see that (very) large firm
often relatively low-wage firms and high-mobility firms.'6 Some high-wage firms

15 All estimation results correct for the estimated nature of the explanatory variables as describ

ApPendix C.

Remember that most of our firms are large since we restrict attention to those with at least 200 individual
observations to estimate the firm-specific effects in our model.
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compensate their workers with technical education well also tend

factor). Similarly, firms that keep their more experienced workers ten

Turning now to the capital-labour ratio, firms with large value
firms that have relatively small employment. High-wage firms tha
firms for workers with general education have relatively large ca
addition, skills (as measured by observables or unobservables) are
with a high capital-labour ratio.
Some firms are able to reduce the turnover of their workforce whereas others are

not, as reflected in the stability index. Factors related to low separation rates m
each of our four estimated factor-analytic axes. There are a variety of ways of ac
low separation rates and these are related to the different outcome variables th
the estimated factor loadings rather than directly. Hence, combinations of polic
associated with our firm-level outcome variables as Ichniowski et al. (1997) fou

high-performance workplaces in the steel industry .
A more natural measure of firm performance is value-added per employee. H
the message is striking: no factor-analytic axis is associated with an effect on

ductivity. Therefore, compensation and/or mobility strategy do not seem

correlated with productivity. Put differently, given any such strategy, some ad

firms are more productive while others are not. Should we be surprised?

necessarily. First, these effects control for firms' skill structure and capital-l
ratio. Our left-hand-side variable is a measure of total factor productivity rathe
labour productivity, more likely to be affected by human resources policies.17
ond, firms are productive for reasons that go beyond human resource manage

strategies. However, even though compensation and retention strategies d

appear to have an impact on productivity, the quality of the workforce matters
is confirmed by the positive relation between unobserved but compensated qu
as measured at entry, in particular at the top of the distribution of startingperson effects. By contrast, observable quality at entry affects productivity a

bottom of the skill distribution. Therefore, hiring policies appear to matt
productivity even though other human resource policies appear to have a
effect, if any.

Finally, the estimates for the profit variable shows that the main contrast is b
high and low-turnover firms, even though these are not associated with meas
productivity differences. Potentially, low turnover firms, because they are also
wage firms, make lower profits even though they are as productive as high-tur
firms. High wages may therefore reflect relatively strong union power and sign
rents accruing to workers.
4. Conclusion

In this article we have tried to show the benefits of using longitudinally linked
worker-firm data to investigate issues that have been central to labour economics
and human resource management for years. To do so, we set up a descriptive
estimating framework to help us think about the relation between mobility and
17 The direct correlation between labor productivity and wages is clearly positive in our data.
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wages for an individual, both from the worker's

employer's perspective. The data sources wer
employer-employee data set for France, the

estimated with many firm-specific effects, ver
adopted by authors such as Baker et al. (1994a,
we capture elements of the outside labour mark
equation with both person and firm effects as
the joint mobility and wage processes, whereas
are destructive of the homogeneous view of th
very similar strategies. In fact, the amount of
by the firms is daunting. After documenting t
acterise what compensation and retention strat

so, we used a simple factor analysis that was

factors gave a useful summary view of the hete
factor, which appears to give a very simple and
main contrast between high-wage, low-mobility
low (even negative) and low-wage, high-mobility
relatively high (in a country where the average
the US, even compared with Altonji's results) g
of the French landscape. Recent job search and

Robin, 2002; Woodcock, 2003) with person an

able to generate exactly this type of effect. Ot
favour general education with firms that favou
that these firm-level factors appear to be relat

and labour, that the firm uses to produce. F
unrelated to value-added per worker, showin
productivity enhancement.

On the methodology side, this article uses s
techniques for analysing the matched employ

non trivial number of methodological firsts. To
(maximum likelihood) estimation strategy, the
of the parameters characterising the firm polic

mobility at the firm level, and the identific
restrictions based on variables that can only

worker-firm aspect of the data (for instance the

age distribution). In addition, all techniques
used almost identically in other fields of app
cation, as advocated in the introduction.

We believe that the analysis presented here opens more avenues of research than it
closes doors and solves problems. But, we see it as an important next step in understanding the substance as well as the methods to use when analysing firms' hiring,
retention, compensation, or more generally human resource management policies.
New methods should also be developed that would allow us to perform an analysis of
workers' firm to firm movements.
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Cornell University, U.S. Census Bureau, CREST, NBER, and IZA
CREST, INSEE, CEPR and IZA
INSEE and CREST

Appendix A: The Likelihood Function for the Firm-specific Model
and Mobility

Consider the starting-wage equation (1) and the firm-specific wage and mobility equa
the text and all definitions associated with those equations. We derive the likelihood for
specific model of wages and mobility in this Appendix. After entry in firm j, and at eac
seniority s(i, t), the worker and firm mutually decide to continue or terminate the e

relation. The latent variable RT = Qs(t)y + vi,t corresponds to the observation Ritj w
job goes on at date t. A wage rate is observed for s > 0 if and only if the employmen
continues. At date t for a worker with seniority s, (after subtracting the effect of
variables as measured by Xitfi), the mobility process can be expressed by (2) in the tex
the s = 2 example from (3) From this structure of correlation, multivariate normalit
that:

11

Ti i Vi- (Plj/7j)eito(i)+l

12

iq ii 8ito(i)+l

21j V- (P2j/oj)Eito(i)+1 - (Plj/Oj)8ito(i)+2

q22 Eito(i)+2

4 1 x3 - (P2f/ j) ito(i)+2

22 2

0

where
match

0

2j

0

the
and

mobility

since

0

the

'7

1

_

-(p

/

)

2)

vector

q

has

superscripts

equation;

likelihood

e

2

does

by

+1 -j 11<0

Rito(i)+lj Qito(i)+ljj + - Eito(i)+

log wit(i)+l - Xit(i)+lf - - = Z +

0 OP21 Pi E

Rio(i)+2 ito(i)+2j + Eito(i)

log Wito(i)+2 - Xito(i)+2 - + = Zi(i)+2jj +
?Rij P2j it) 31 > 0.

it'O ai i
Rt(i)+3j- = Q3it(i)+3JJ+ ito(i)+2

The contribution to the log likelihood of this sequence of ob
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log L(Rit,(i)+lj, wito(i)+l, Rito(i)+2j, wito(i)+2j, Rito(i)+3j)

Plj log wiD-(Q) 1 - Xito(i)+1p - Oi i - Z 1t(i)+Ijpj

log o -Qi(i)+ljy - j

+ log log wito(i)+l - Xito(i)+l - ip - 0 - zlto(i)+l()
+ log P

oZI

+ log q(log iwi(i)+2 - Xi(i)+gB - w +l - xZ(i)+j i(i

+ log (10 Qilo g W()2-ii -Xi)( +Z)2

oa
+log
? __ (log Wit0(i)2 - ito(i)+2
- Oi(- z()+2 1
+logI
-+P2&
,z+
where
= 1j when
R*t(i)+sj
> 0.SMore
generally,
likelihood
i who arrived
at date Rito(i)+sj
to(i) in firm
and stayed
exactly
periods
(i.e., withthe
onelog
entry
wage andfor
S -person
1 observed
wages in firm j after this initial date) is:

logL(Rij(i)+lj, W it0 o (i)+ 1,.. ,Rito(ji)+sj)=

Rto(i)+ ijlogq --Qt(i)+ liyj-2- (-log wito (i)+1--Xi4)(i)+ 1 0-&- (i - Zj . ji(i)+I)

+(1 -Rit0(i)+lj)log ( Q (I)+1j71- l o2(i)+ 1ljI-,1Z)(i)+ 1P)
s-1 Q0 logw )+,s-Xi 4)(i)+s 0i -Z~4(i)+s-i(i 1

+E log gwi(i)-Xi(i)(
s=l

'j

Pl, -Q Sto(i)+s+Ijyj
- (logwito(i)+s+-Xito(i)+s+lf-Oi-Oj- ioZ(i)+s+ljf1J)

+ Ri i) (logwito(i)+s-Xi4(i)+s? -Oi j;-, Z (i)+sj)
-- it,(L)+sj
7 o _y+ (logwito(i)+s-Xi4(i)+sl _ i_ jZ;(i)+ ).5j
+(1-Rit(i)+sj)log
D i)(i)+s
Appendix B: Starting-wage Equation Estimates
Table B1 presents the results for the starting wage equation. We present only the coefficients and

not the standard errors, which are not directly delivered by the Abowd et al. (2003) estimation
technique. Standard errors could be obtained by subtracting the estimated person and firm
effects from the wage and rerunning the regression on the observed characteristics contained in
this table. In general, the coefficients in this Table are at least 100 times their standard errors.

Appendix C: Correction of Estimation Errors
We start with a simple linear performance equation
@ Royal Economic Society 2006
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Table Bi

Entry Wage Equation
Coefficients
Male

Female

Experience 0.1024 0.0667
Experience2 -0.5612 -0.3347
Experience3 0.1436 0.0891
Experience4 -0.0138 -0.0090

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

=
=
=
=
=
=

1977
1978
1979
1980

-0.1545
-0.1293
-0.1454
-0.1742

-0.1381
-0.0976
-0.1201
-0.1670

1982

-0.1987

-0.1693

1984

-0.1658

-0.1476

Year

=

1985

-0.1823

-0.1668

Year
Year

=
=

1986
1987

-0.1915
-0.1967

-0.2040
-0.1989

Year
Year

=
=

1988
1989

-0.2230
-0.1955

-0.2296
-0.2135

Year

=

1991

-0.1581

-0.1952

Year

=

1992

-0.1715

-0.2175

Year
Year

=
=

1993
1994

-0.2309
-0.3225

-0.2543
-0.3222

Year

=

1995

-0.3448

-0.3404

Year

=

1996

-0.3691

-0.3859

Region

= Ile de France 0.0583 0.0656
Full-time = yes 0.7893 0.7526
First
Job
0.0987
0.0780
Second
Job
0.1464
0.1268
Third
Job
0.1732
0.1619
Fourth Job or More 0.2038 0.2036

Notes. DADS. 4,616,093 observations. The re
conjugate gradient algorithm. See Abowd

Y

=

Xp

with e -- N(0, oa) i.i.d.
with error following

+

e

and

where

X

co

X=X+v

in which vi --+ N(O, i). We know the probability distribution of v
first-step estimation delivered a variance-covariance matrix for e
We derive the estimating formula for # together with its associat
Rewriting the above equations, we have

X = Xa+ - vf.
Assuming that e is not correlated with v gives
- Vl)
a + +/Pi2Lt] i fl
V,V(E
i - rift)
=-"a,"
Furthermore,

X;iYi x(X~ -+ - - v()i
= Xfi# + Xs' (X' +V i)vip
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By taking the average over the observations, the a

Mx
: =
N N
(XiYi
i -=i I :XlXip + X gei (XI

= Mxx - ~" N +,N + (xi'+ - x' ,P.

Then, by noting that ei and vi are uncorrelated among themselves as well as with Xi, we see that
the second and third components of the above equality tend to zero. An empirical counterpart
for the first component is needed. Even though we do not know vi, we know its probability
distribution. We estimate the mean of the variance of the residuals by its empirical counterpart:
1

1

v V?:i - N li?
Hence, an estimator of f is:

(Mxx xz i>MxY.
The difference between f and its estimator is given by:

Mxx N- - ( f - f) = (~ - vivi)f ( + v(Xi+i) - X vii.
Now consider the variance of the following random variable of dimension (k, 1)

ri = (Li - vivi)f + X'(-vfi + Ei) + VIE.i
By the central limit theorem, the variance of ((1) - f) can be deduced from the variancecovariance matrix of ?i. We have

V() = V( - vv + i + XiXi[E(vi)2 + a2] - 2XiE(vif)(Li - vivi)f.

Focusing on the first element, we see that

V[ (if - vtvii)] = E[(Yip - vivizf)(fPli - f'v vi)]
I

Rewriting

Inn

= E(viviff'v'ivi) - L2iff.i
vi = v ij2 where
I

I

E.1
1

1

I

I

1

1

v'

is

a

norm

'v,.Ppv

[E(vivv
Si1 3 3 3
2iE[(ViJZ-\..Vi t
with

~Z Ijp ' r.
Hence,
K

v inv Vij uVi,i"iJl
j=1,/=1

and
K

E[ (vi"vi)ViYikk' = Vi,ki,k'
j=l,/=l E ijViIfll
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The variance-covariance matrix is rewritten as a function of k and k'

E[v(viv)vi]kk, = EVVkv (Qkk' + k'k) = 2kk'

If k = k', then

E[vi(vi2v'i)vi1kk = ,k kk .

Denoting d.Q the diagonal of 2, one obtains
E[vi(viKv )vi] = 22 + dG2
I

1

= 2fPifI' + dA.
Hence,

V[(LiY- iviVfi)]= = (0 + d)E2 1
Furthermore,

E(vif)(Ei - vivi)~ = -E(vi)2vi = 0
since it is an odd moment. Taken together, this implies that

V(~i) = 1 (1 + d)V + 2E i + XiXiPX'ip + XiXicr.
Now, with this estimation of V(?i) we obtain the variance of P(1)

V(-') = (Mxx- [2A ~~i2 d{ + a2 i + XiXX(f'Li + 2 )]

X(MXX _ cZ -1

To estimate a 2 we use a consistent estimate of i to obtain

V(Gi)- - I Zi U2 -where &i denotes the residual of the equation.
This framework is easily adapted to one where some of the Xs would be measured without
error, as in our problem. In this situation, li could fail to be invertible. We rewrite the problem
distinguishing between Xe, the variables measured with error and X, those variables measured
without error.

Then,

K,-1X / X -1 -^/
and

XsiXeiX/iYi
XiXsi siY
/( N
X/(

MS N ( iYi) - i (Xeiie + Xsifs - Veie +- i)

_1 Xei - e Veivei Xsi (e
1 [ -l (Xei +-Vei)ei i -- T'Xei eite]
N -XEVeiie S+o Xysii
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So that (3) is a consistent estimator.

Unfortunately, the above estimators pose practical problems because some estimates of X are
too imprecise. Those X that are the least precise make 8(3) almost impossible to interpret.
However, one way to address this difficulty is by weighting the estimator presented above by the
inverse of the variance of the Xi. In practice, it is much easier to use the trace of the variance
covariance matrix estimated at the firm-level. Therefore, noting that

I X'Yi
x =I=-X.i(X^ + E - vfi)

trEi tr

1

'

1.

1

--trZt-- + rl

-

we have

'Iift

+

Xi

1 11 ,, I 1 , 1 1

S trN
trLi
tri :tr
MXY
- tr
XYi
- 1i
X

t iii +i - - (
=trMix-i)i
P
+
I
+ V)Ei
tr-x rli ) N (X'
E tli
trI

Since E: and vi are independent and uncorrelated with Xi
equation tends to 0. To obtain an estimate of the first term,

variance of the residuals can be estimated using the data a

1

1 1 i
trLi NE trLi

v--

vi

-*

--

-

An estimator of # can be written as

(4)
The

-1

difference

between

#

a

trl N tr ti')
(M-f
N
- -N = (-i trvi tr (Xi v - t-iXivip)
and computations similar to those presented above allow us to compute th

the estimator.
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